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File System View: Allows users to file system mount 
a MatrixStore vault, much like a workspace in other 
environments.

Application Access: Allows applications to write, 
read, update and delete data (where permissions are 
given). Operations such as creating directories, 
moving or copying files are also possible.

User Driven Workflows: Enables users to view the 
content in the nearline storage before deciding which 
clips or content to bring back to production storage 
platforms.

Third Party Integrations: Allows integration with 
many different third party applications who just see the 
storage as another pool.

Safe: Use MXFS in read-only mode to protect content 
from accidental deletion. 

Impressive Throughput: MXFS can be run 
individually on many clients to avoid the “bottleneck” of 
running through a server machine. 

Automatic: MXFS can be configured to run as a 
service ensuring the volumes or drives are automati-
cally mounted ready for you to use when you need 
them. If you reboot a server you do not need to remap 
all the mount points.

Multiples Vaults: It is possible to have several 
MatrixStore vaults mounted at the same me as sepa-
rate volumes or drive letters.

Integrated Access: Integrates with other MatrixStore 
tools in that any MatrixStore tool can read any object 
regardless of how it arrived on the vault.

Command Line Interface: Mount vaults via 
Command line for easy integration into bespoke 
applications 

MXFS Products Highlights

MXFS Benefits
Direct access to content in a MatrixStore 
vault from a file system interface
Enables content to be shared across 
platforms and teams
Browse clips directly using Avid AMA 
linking or the Adobe Media Browser 
Panel allowing access from any Mac, 
Windows or Linux Clients
Enables user driven workflows
Represents a massive storage pool as a 
local mount point
Enables file based workflows (including 
UNC path driven applications)
Avoids network share bottlenecks 

MatrixStore File System
MXFS provides resilient, cross platform, file system access to 
your content. Adding performance, high-availability and data 
security, MXFS allows you to incorporate MatrixStore into your 
existing workflows with the minimum of effort meaning most 
existing applications simply work out of the box.
       
Many workflows require file system access to read or write 
data. MXFS provides that file system access. MXFS can run on 
many client machines with each instance providing access to 
multiple MatrixStore Vaults. On Windows MXFS presents a 
MatrixStore vault as a drive letter and on Mac or Linux as a 
volume. This approach enables workflows where by content 
can be viewed or used ‘in place’ with solutions such as AMA 
from Avid or Adobe Media Browser Panel. As with any file 
system, you can use your file browser (Finder, Explore etc.) to 
access MatrixStore objects as regular files. You can randomly 
write, read, update stored files and delete them if you have 
permission to do so. 

Contact Us Now
Please contact the Object Matrix team to arrange a demonstra-
tion or to discuss the benefits of MXFS in more detail.
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